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INTRODUCTION

CHEMEX is a problem-tutorial c.a.i.
course, designed both to help stu-
dents who are experiencing diffi-
culty in problem solving, and to
furnish an interesting and inter-
active means by which the more
accomplished students can review
this material.

The problems covered in CHEMEX are
set out on printed sheets that are
given to the students in advance,
perhaps as part of a "homework"
assignment. Students should be
encouraged to try solving the
problems on their own before coming
to CHEMEX. Within the program, the
student is asked to indicate which
problem he wishes to discuss. The
problem is then broken down into
small steps, but the student him-
self must ultimately "do the work",
although use of the "desk calcul-
ator" function makes this work much
less tedious. Where certain basic
fundamentals are required, the
program attempts to gauge the
student's understanding of these
principles, and to provide a small
amount of remedial background where
necessary.

It should be emphasized that' CHEMEX
is not intended to serve as a

substitute for reading and study,
nor does it assume a lack of any
previous exposure to- the subject
matter. If it is misused in this
way, the students.may well be able
to "work" the problems, but the
pedagogical value of the exercise
will be considerably diminished.
For maximum effectiveness, the

course instructor should very care-
fully define the precise role that
this material and its manner of
presentation is to play in the
context of the overall course.



PROBLEM COVERAGE

The problem sets on which CHEMEX is based are

those contained in the booklet "CHEMICAL CALCUL-

ATIONS: AN AUDIOTUTORIAL APPROACH". Of the eighteen
problem units, only the ones indicated.by an asterisk
are presently available in CHEMEX:

* CC 1 Units and conversion factors, significant figures, temperature,

density

* CC 2 Atomic and molecular we ights, combining we ights, formulas

CC 3 Chemical equations, stoichiometry, and balancing

* CC 4 Simple chemical react ions; ions, ac ids, oxidat ion number;

properties of oxides, hydroxides, and hydrides of the elements.

Ar CC 5 Solut ions; concentrat ion, dilution, and titration

CC 6 Physical and colligative properties of solutions

1 CC 7 Balancing oxidation - reduction equations

4t CC 8 Properties of gases

CC 9 Chemical equilibrium

# CC 10 Solubility product calculations

# CC 11 Ac ids and bases; concepts and definitions, pH calculations

CC 12 Ac ids and bases; hydrolysis, buffers, indicators, complex equilibria

CC 13 Electrical properties of solutions; conductivity and electrolysis

CC 14 Chemical energetics and thermodynamics; the First Law

CC 15 Thermodynamics and equilibrium; the Second Law

CC 16 Galvanic cells, electrode potent ials, and chemical equilibrium

CC 17 Chemical dynamics and kinetics

CC 18 Nuclear chemistry and react ions

The audiotapes and other materials associated
with "CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS" are not required when
CHEMEX alone is used.

On the following pages are shown a number of
sample problems and c.a.i. dialogues taken from var-
ious sections of CHEMEX. No attempt has been made to
demonstrate the branching, answer- processing and
remediation capabilities that have been built into
the course; in actual practice, it would be highly
unusual for a student to proceed through the material
in as straightforward and error-free manner as is
shown here.



UNIT 1

DENSITY

1-5. The density of iron is 7.28 g/mk. What is the weight
(in grams) of a cubic inch of iron? If thrown into a
container of water, what'Weight: of water would It
displace? What would the iron weigh in water?

PROBLEM 1-5

Problem 1-5 really consists of four separate thnugh related questions, so we'll tai, them
one by one.
Firstly, we must find the weight of 1.nn cuhic Inch (cu in or in+1) of Iron from :ts
density expressed In gm/ml. 1 milliliter is, for our purposes, the Same as 1 cubic
centimeter (cc, cu cm, or cm*+3). All we must de here Is find the number of cu en In
1.00 cu inch, and then multiply the weight of Lon cu cm (7.28 gm) by this number.
Give the number of cm there are per inch, using the number of sir figs that Is contistent
with our density measurement(7.28 gm/m1).
So, how many cm are there in one Inch?

2.54

OK, now how many cm3 are there in 1.00 1r15?

calc 2.543

16.38702

16.4

Good- the volume of the iron IS-16;4 mi. What does eaci- ml (or cubic cm) of
Iron weigh?

7.28g

This, of course, is just its DENSITY. We h:ve 16.4 ml of iron, having a
density of 7.28 g/ml. What is the total mass (weight)?

calc ?.28 x 16.4

119.392

119g

Next,What weight of water would. be displaced?

116,4m1

The units here should be ci"- MASS, not VOLUME. Try again.

16.4g

Good--and finally, we must find the (apparent) weight of the Iron In water. The
actual (air) weight and the apparent weight 1 n water will differ owing to the effect
of buoyancy. Do you understand this effect?

yes

Goodthen we can go on.
Let W(m) m weight of the metal (in air):

W(w) = weight of the water displaced.
Now what Is the expression for finding the apparent weight of the iron In water?
(You may leave out parentheses If you prefer.)

Wm Ww

Right- -we'll leave It to you to Jo the subtraction!
END DF PROBLEM

333.54

333g
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FORMULAS AND ATOMIC WEIGHTS

2-5. Estimate the atomic weight of bromine, using on]y the
data in the following table. Assume that, like Cannizzaro
in 1860, you do not know the correct formuaas of the
compounds listed. How could the molecular weight data
have been obtained? (Suggestion: start by calculating
the weight of bromine in one mole of each compound, and
,then apply the law of multiple proportions).

, Compound Molecular wt. %-bromine

hydrogen bromide 81 98.7
aluminum bromide 267 89.8
sulfur bromi!de 224 71.4
phosphorus bromide 431 92.3
methylene bromide 174 91.9
bromobenzene 159 50.3

PROPLEH 2-5

Notice here that we do not know the formulas or the compounds listed In the
problemthis Is not necessary. We are given the weight-composition of bromine
In each substance; this is an experimentally-deternftable number that is independent
of any assumptions we make about bromine or the compounds. We are also riven the
molecular weights of the compoundsas you may already know, molecular welphts can
be determined from the properties of gases--and the substances listed all happen
to exist as gases.

From these two sets of data, then, you should be able to find the number of grams
of bromine In one mole of each compound. For example, let's take the first compound
in the tab I e--h ydroren bromide. How many grams of hydrogen bromide are them in
1.0 mole of this substance?

81

Of course!
Now how many grams of bromine are contained In 1,0 mole of hydrogen bromide?

***** talc .987 x 81

79.947

71.9

Great- there are 79.9 (call it180) g of Br In 1 mole of hydrogen bromide. This does not
tell us much unless we compare it with several other substances. Pick any other
compound from the table given In the problem and type In Its molecular weight,

174

OK, methylene bromide contains 91.9; bromine;
How many grams of bromine are In 1.0 mole of this compound?

talc .019 x 174

159.906

160E

Now select another compound from the table and type In Its mot. wt.

159

OK, bromobenzene contains 50.31 bromine;
How many grams of bromine are In 1.0 mole of this compound?

***** talc .503 x 159

4;9.977

80 g

That's

**$.a* 431

2 of them; now type In the mot. wt. of another from the table.



OK, aluminum bromide contains 89.8% of bromine;
How many grams of bromine are in 1.11 mole of this compound?

talc .8.11! x 267

259.766

046311. von

OK- we have the following:
hydrogen bromide 80 grams of bromine per mole
aluminum bromide 240 " "

sulfur bromide 169 " it " " "

phosphorus bromide 400 " u .. ..

methylene bromide Ion " .. u ..

bromohenzene 80 " " a .. At

(...you will notice that i have rounded off the answers a bltil /
Now let's assume that most of these compounds are fairly simple,. In fiat the first four,
anyway, contain only ONE atom of the other element. Their formulas r. therefore HBrx,
AlBrx, Slirx, etc., where "x" is a "snail, whole number"; .Now since hese compounds
contain different amounts of bromine, the value of "x" will vary fr one to the other.

Call the molecular wt. of Bromine "M". If Y. . 1 In a compoun , how many grams pf
bromine will I mole of the compound contain?

m

Right! Because 1 mole of Br weighs "M" grams.
And if the value of x Is 3, how many grans of Br would the compound contain per mole?

3m

So what we should do Is look at the figures In the above table to sec what value of "M"
fits In here- what number appears in various multiples (i.t., various values of "x")?

Right]
So this must be the molecular welght of bromine. Notice that our whole reasoning here
depends on law of multiple proportions,which says that these values of "x" in the various
formulas are "small whole numbers". We can now go on to find-theformulas of some of
these compounds. First, let's ASSUME that hydrogen bromide is a simple molecule whose
formula is iJBr- I.e., 1 H atom and 1 Br atom. IF this is true, how many Br atoms would
there be for each aluminum atom in aluminum bromide?

****

Very good! So what will the formula of aluminum bromide be?

AIBr3

Correct!
Now try writing a formula for sulfur bromide. (sulfur = SS

S8r2

Excellentl
Now try phosphorus bromide.

OK, phosphorus bromide contains 92.9% bromine;
How many grams of bromine are In 1.0 mole of this compound?

Calc 431 x 929

400.399

400g

That's 3 of them; now type In the mol. wt. of another from the table.

224

OK, sulfur bromide contains 71,41 bromine;
How many grams of bromine are in 1.0 mole of this compound?

talc 224 x .714

159.456

160

Only one cmpd left now; please type in Its mol. wt.

267



UNIT 3

STOICHIOMETRY

3-7. Tile appearance of a rock indicates that it is a mixture of
magnesite (MgCO3) and quartz (Si02). It is found that 1.00 g
of Lhe rock, on treatment with hydrochloric acid (HC1) yields
0.40 g of CO2. Calculate the percentage of magnesite and
the percentage of quartz in the rock.

PROBLEM 3-7
to this problem, a certain mass of carbon dioxide (CO2) Is measured. Where does it come
from?

magnesite

Right!
We can write a partial equation fnr this transformation: MgCO3 --) CO2
This equation Is not compiete, but It does show the molar relation between the magnesite
and the CO2, since all the C ends up as CO2. How many moles of CO2 will 1 mole of MgCO3
In the rock produce?

1

Of course!
And how much does each mole of CO2 weigh?

o.... 44g

Right(
Now in this experiment, we get 0.430 g of CO2. What fraction of a mole does this amount
to?

** talc .430/44

0.0097727

.0097/

Very good)
We find that 0.00977 (or 9.77 E-3) mole of CO2 was produced. This means that there must
have been an equivalent number of moles of HgCO3 In the rock. How much does one mole of
MgCO3 welPh?

,r4

data

At wts: Mg . 24.3, C 12.0, 0 16.0.

alc 24.3 + 12 4. 48

84.3

84.3g

Correct.
And how much does 0.00977 mole of MgC05 weigh?

talc ,00977 x 84.3

0.823611

.824g

Right.
The rock evidently contained 0.824 g of MgCO3. The weight of
What Is the percent of magnesite In the rock?

82.4

the rock was just 1.00 g.

Very good.
END OF PROBLEM
Time on last problem 5 minutes; please type,. the number of any other problem you desire.

Py



URI, '4.

OXIDATION NUMBER

'i -6 what, la the oxidation number of the underlined element in each
of the following: Fe0, Fe203, FeO, 7 Fe304, H2S, H2SO4, SO2,

1120-7 NO N20;7 T01 ,1 NH2 H 12 21 H2 4 7

Problem 4-6
In the following examples, find the oxidation number of the underlined elemen..
I will type the Formula, and you enter the oxidation number of the underlined

element. Please remember to speclty each oxidation number as "." or "-". Just

to mak sre that you understand the basic idea here, let me ask you firstwhat
Is the

e
common

u
oxidation number of 0 (oxygen) in most of its compounds?

-2

Good- -and hydrogen?

wrrr

Cops' You forgot the sign!! Please try again.

41

OK, now let's get started.

Et07

X203?

2

+5

That's the TOTAL (positive) oxidation no. of ALL the Fe. Now what Is
the oxidation no. of EACH Fe atom here?

+3

OK, very good- now how about
E108-- ? (NOtice that this Is a negative Ion)

3

NO--you are just guessing! Try again.

-6?

Try again, Geniusi This would give you an ion with an overall charge of -16.

8

HO- -you are not taking the over311 negative charge of the Ion into account.Please try again or type "7".

7

what is the total oxidation number of oxygen in FeO--4 ?

Take another look at that sign. You blew IT. Try again.

c* **

OK, now what number mu....t the total POSITIVE oxidation numbers In the molecule as'd up to?

8

No, don't forget that this particular molecule Is an ion - -it carries two nezative
charges. These charges result from an imbalance of the total positive and neyotlyst
oxidation numbers --the negative oxidation number is In excess, Please try again.

6

OK, so what will he the oxidation number of Fe'ln
E8.04 -- 7 (Notice that this is a negative ion)

Good! Admittedly, that's an odd one.
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UNIT 5

SOLUTIONS

1.1-(i. What, volume of 0.04 M NO3 solution can be prepared from!

fl 2.Y:, gm of :r(NO3)2;

b) 52 ml of 0.1 M Sr(NO3)2 solution?

PROBLEM 5 - 6
This problem has two part -'w4l!c!T do you want to go through? (Both, or a, or b?)

both

OK, we'll start with Part (a) first.
In Part (a), we start with 2.00 grams of solid strontium nitrate. Now many MOLES of
Sr(NO3)2 (MW 212 g/mole) do we have here?

** ** calc 2/212

0.0014339

.D0943

OK, now how many moles of NITRATE ION (NO3-) does this give us?

.D189

Very good - we have a total of 0.0189 mole of nitrate ion to work with. We want to find
how many liters of solution we can make, each liter containing 0.0400 mole of nitrate on
Can you work this out?

**** calc 189/400

0.4725

* .4721

Right! Good work!
In Part (b) of Problem 5-6, we want to find how many liters of 0.01,00 molar nitrate ion
solution can be prepared from 32.0 ml of 0.100 molar Sr(NO3)2 solution.
First, how many moles of Sr(NO3)2 are contained in each ml of this 0.100 M solution?

.0001

Very good! Now how many moles of Sr(NO3)2 are there in 32.0 ml of 0.100 m solution?

.0032

OK - this Is the number of moles of Sr(NO3)2 in 32.0 ml of solution; now how mnny moles
of NITRATE ION (NO3-) are present?

.0064

Right! OK, we want to prepare a solution containing 0.0400 moleof NO3- (on per liter, and we
have 0.00640 mole of this ion to work with. This Is less than 0.0400 mole, so we
obviously cannot prepare even one liter of 0.0400 molar solution. How much CAN we prepare?

calc .0064/.04

0.16

.160 1

Very good - that's it on this one!
END OF PROBLEM



UN I T P

Ux idat ion-Reduct ion

PROBLEM 7-2

Cr207-- + H2503 --) Cr+ + HSO4-

dichromate Ion + sulfurous acid --> chromic ion hydrogen sulfate ion

Which two elements change their oxidation numbers in this reaction?

S and Cr
A'

Right;
The two elements directly Involved here are Cr and 5. Is chromium oxidized or reduced
in this reaction? (answer o or r)

r

How many electrons does each Cr atom galn?

**or* G
0

NO- that's the no. of electrons rained by 60TH of the Cr atoms in Cr207--;
each single Cr gains only 3 electrons.
Now fill In the blanks (use the space bar to position the typeball):

We have:

Cr207-- + e- --> Cr+++

6 2

Cr207-- + 6e- --) 2Cr+++

What substance must go In the blank space as the next step in balancing this half-reaction?

0

NO - oxygen Is HOT a product of this reaction.
Wow this reaction Is carrieo out in acidic solution, meeninL that excess hydrugen iun
(l1+) is present. In this case, any "excess" oxygen atoms will be taken up to produce
molecules of WATER.
How many water molecules are produced here?

7

We now have:

Cr207-- + 6e- --> 2Cr++ 7H20

What must be added to the blank space to balance this half-reaction?

U
How many 11+'s are required?

The reduction half reaction Is now:

+ Cr207-- + 6e- - -> 2Cr++ + 71120

Let's see if it is ELECTRICALLY balanced.
What is the total charge shown on the right hand side of the equation?

3

110 - remember that there are TWO Cr+++ ions.

6

And what Is the total charge on the LEFT side?

6

OK, so the reduction half-reaction equation Is balanced.

Let's turn now to the OXIDATION half reaction. What element is oxidized here?

u+ sulfur



Hu.; electrt,n; does each sulfur atom LW...I'?

We have:,

U2503 --> H;04- + 2e-

iihat substance shall we add in the left side in order to balance the oquJtion for
oxYGEi; atoms?

h2o

This gives us:

1120 * H2503 --> H504- + 2e- 4

What's left evue, that goes in the blank space?

li+

How many. H+Hon5?

**fa 2

There are 4 HYDROGENS shown on the left, but only ONE on the right. Now answer the
tr!estion.

3

We now have:

H2O + H2503 --> 2e- + H504- + Ni+

What is the total electric charge shown on the RIGHT side?

0

Correct. And what's the total charge on the LEFT?

the same

So the equation is completely balanced. fOur reaction Is therefore a combination of the
two steps:

1411 Cr207-- + Ge- --> -2Cr+.** 4 7120 (reduction)

1120 4 112503 2e- + HSO4- + (oxidation)

First, how many oxidation steps are required for each reduction that takes place?

3

Our pair of equations becomes:

141i+ Cr207-- '+ Ge- --> 2Cr+++ + 7120

31120 + 3H2so3 --> Ge- + 3)1504- 911+

Notice that 11+ ions appear on both sides of the equations. After you add the two equations
together and "cancel" them out how many 11+ will you have?

5

And on which side of the equation (answer r or I)?

Correct.
The summed equation is:

Cr207-- 3U2S03 --> 2Cr+4+ + 31504- +

What number goes in the blank on the right?

4

This balances the equation.

EllO OF PROBLEM
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PRORLEM 3-7
We have tiers a practical arpl',.itioa of tne gos 1a, The co!.t..loco In
bakinr powder Is converted int,. CO,. ICON the vottrte ai oor tore
of the oven, 4e are to find the na,:ho, of moles of CO1 rrodured, and th 010
Sodiuri hydrogen carbonate (Nd1C0fl contained In the baking poisaer.
In this prfobltn, we will mako us, of the ideal gas law PV nRT.

you understand the meaning of this relation?

yes

Good.
We want to find the value of a, the number of moles of CO2 as from the values of
V, and T-Ourtne the baking process. First, what will the pressure be (approxi.tately)?

Re**. 1 atm

Right.
We can assume that the pressure within the biscuit Is essentially the atmospheric
Pressure at al: tines- as more CO2 is produced, the biscuit expands, an the pressure
Is kept from rising. We can call the pressure P 1 atm. How how about T?

400 deg

OK, but please express it In deg-K.

673 deg

Very good.
And now the volume. What is the volume of CO2 produced, measured at the temperature
and pressure of ba1/41ng?

***** 20 ml

NO- this is the volume of the entire biscuit; the CO2 only accounts for one-quarter
of this volume.

5 ml

OK, but please express the volume In LITERS, so we can substitute Into the equation of
state.

q4*** .005 1
4

Right!
We now have:

P 1 atm V . 0.005 liter T 673 deg K
and we want R in units of liter-atm: R = 0.820 liter-atm/deg
Now write the equation of state PV = nRT in terms of n,thc number of moles.

***** n.PV/RT

Very good.
You can now substitute in the values of V, R, T, and P, and solve far n:

n (1 atm)(D.005 lite* ((0.820 ilter-atm/deg)(673 deg))
Work this out and enter your venue of n.

***** calc (.005)/(.820x673)

0.000009

.000009

You don't have enough sip fig. In your answer. If you weed CAIC
to evaluate the exprest.inn, you 1,,,' a 1(4: Of Oil! fir it yin
entered ..ons° and divided by thr drnominator. iry udlor
and then expressing your answer as an exponential.

calc 500/(.820 x 673)

0.0060268

9.06e-6

Very good!
We get 9.06 E-6 mole of CO2.
Now how many moles of sodium hydrogen carbonate did we start out with?

same no.

Good.
The formula weight of NaliCO3 = 23 01 12 3(16)
What Is the mass of NdlCO3 In the baking powder?

***** calc 9.06)(84

761.04

m* .00076g

Very gond.
END OF PH/1RM

" 84 P. /mole.



UNIT 10

SOLUBILITY PRODUCT CALCULATIONS

10-7. A solution is 0.10 M in Cl and 0.30 M in Cr04

'I) If solid AgNO3 is gradually added to this solution
(assume no volume change), which will precipitate
first - AgC1 (Ksp = 1.0 x 10-1°), or Ag2CrO4

(Ksp = 2.4 x 10-12)?

b) What will be the concentration of Cl when the second
substance begins to precipitate?

c) At this point, what percent of the Cl- originally
present still remains in solution?

PROR1f0 10-7

In this problem we ore concerned with equilibria Involving three different ions, twoof which ore anions (negative Ions). Please name these two anions.. .....

hloride and chromate

OK, and does their concentration in the solution increase, decrease nr
remain cnnstant during the process described In the problem?
Type "Inc", "dec" or no chance"

chenge

But according to the, problemm, precipitates containinp both ions are eventually
formed; a certain amount of each of these Ions Is accordinply removed fr.om the
solution, and their concentration accordinply decreases. Anyway, precipitates ore formed. WhatIs the'cation In the precipitates?

Ag+

OK, and dnes the silver inn concentration Increase, decrease, or remaie constant?
Please type one of Increase, decrease, or no change.

**t increase

Very Bond- -you Se7M to have the picture! Notice that silver Inn Is involv,' in
two solubility equilibria here. Each of these equilibria Is describer; by a
solubility product expression. Write out the KSP expression whose value is 1.0e-10.

(Ag+)(C1-) 3 1.0e-10

Perfect!
We now have (Ag+)(0-) m 1.0e-10
Now the concentration of chloride Ion Is given In the proh'er as 0.1 molar.
What value of fAg+) Is required to precipitate AgC1?

1.0e-9

Very good! At first, there Is no Ag+ ion in the solution; as Ag+ Is odded,
Its concentration Increases until It reaches this value. At this point, AgCIprecipitate bepins to form. but let's now look at the silver chromate
equilibrium. Write out the Ksp expression for Ag2Cr04.

(Ag++,0*
PLEASE REPEAT

(Ag+)2(Ce04--) = 2.4e-12

Great)



Or, no. you solve (Ag+), you get:

AS) . (7.4,-12 / (Cr04--) )++0.5 or sort((2.4c-12 / (Cr04--))

The chromate ion concentration Is ziven as 0.1 molar. Ypu should nnw he able to field the
silver on concentration at which precipitation of Ag2Cr04 commences, using the talc
function If necessary (but remember to leave the "e-12" part out - talc cannot handle
large exponentlals; the sort of 10++-12 is of course 10++-6, and you can reinsert
this after your calculation.

Try It now, using CALC. Then type In the answer. Type "help" if you have trouble
with CALC.

talc sqrt 2.4

Good-
So the chromate begins to Pot. when (Ag+) = 2.F1 E-5 M, and the Cl- comes doWn when
(Ag+) 1,0 E-9 M. Now which salt precipitates FIRST?

AgCI

Of course!
Now the next thing we must do Is find the (CI-) Ion concn remaining In solution when the
SECOND ion (Cr04--) begins to Precipitate. What is the Ail, 101 concn at this point?

2.83e-G
4

Right.
Now from the relation

(Ag+)(Cl-) . 1.0E-11 . KsP,
You can substitute to find the Cl- on concn. Please do this and enter your answer.

talc 1/2.83

.0.35335E8

.353o-4

Very fond!
And finally, we, want to find the percent of the original (n.) m) Cl- still in the
solution- I.e., that was not removed by the. Ag+ at the point that the second ion
begins to opt. This In just t)u ratio of the final Cl- ion concn (that you just
calculated) to its Initial value (n.)), expressed as apercrnt. Please
enter this result.

.00353

Your decimal location iperir: to be out. Try again.

.n15

Excellent- that's I It

EtIO OF Punwm



UNIT 11

AC ID-BASE CONCEPTS

PRORLIH 11-2

This prohlem Is concerned with conjugate species - acids And bases. Do you l,irtstani
What conjugate species are?

yes

Very good.

What is the conjugate acid of the base A -?

HA

Floe!

Remember that:

an ACID and its CONJUGATE BASF, and a BASE and Its CONJUGATE ACID, EACH DIFFER FY THE
PRESENCE. OR ABSENCE OF ONE PROTON.

Now let's get to work on the problem.

Problem 11-2 is divided into two parts; Part (a) Is on conjugate acids, part (b) on
conjugate bases. Which section do you wish to go through first? (Answer "a" or "b")

a

OK, type In the formula of the conjugate ACID of each substance Indicated.

H2O (water):

H30+

Good

H2O * H+ --) H30+

Water Is acting as a BASE here (it accepts a proton). The resulting species H30+ can now
act as an acid, so it is the CONJUGATE ACID of 1120.

Now on to the next one:

CI- (chloride Ion):

HC1

Right.

H+ Cl- --) HCl

Cl- ion is the conjugate BASE of 1401, so HC1 is the conjugate ACID of Cl-. Since HC1
Is a very STRONG ACID, Its conjugate base Cl- Is a very WEAK BASE; it does not tend to
back-react. So the other little gam for you to-remember is that:

The conjugate BASE of a STRONG acid is WEAK;

The conjugate ACID of a WEAK base Is STRONG;

...(and vice versa!)

Now on to greater t'llogs;

SO4-- (sulfate Ion; note the two negative charg%):

H2SO4

You've gone too far! H204 is the conjugate acid of the conjugate acid of You
only want to add one proton here. Please try again.

H504-

RIghtl

H+ + SO4-- --) HSO4-

Thls Is called the hydrogen sulfate (sometimes "bisulfate") ion. Next one Is:

NH3 (ammonia):

NH4+

Very good.

11113 4 14+ - -> H14+

Ammonia Is known a: a base because it undergoes this ro:IrtIon, producing annontun ion.
11113 Is all In the form of mill+ ion In acidic solution; (r&r thorn are plenty of U+ Ions
around), nod partly so In plain water, where Pill Ic a strong eimrh ba.e to pull a few
protons off the 1120.



SYSTEM NOTES

Each problem in DIEMFX is a separate unit, inde-
pendent of the others both in sequence and means of
access. (Within any one alEricAL CALCULATIONS unit,
problems of a hi;,her number tend to be more sophisti-
cated or employ concepts developed in earlier prob
lems, out other than in this sense, no one problem is
really prerequisite to another).

The course as a whole is segmented; each segment
contains the material associated with three of the
problem units, and except for segment-nO, the various
segments are numbered according to the number of the
first problem unit they contain. Labels associated
with each problem unit commence with a different
letter of the alphabet, and the first digit in the
label identifies the number of the problem within the
unit.

Segmentation is transparent to the students,
however, so no special instructions are necessary.

The various problems are accessed-through a direc-
tory that resides in segment-00. All students are
branched to this directory on restart; this means
that if a student signs off before completing a prob-
lem, he will have to start over if he wishes to com-
plete it.

After a problem has been completed, the student is
branched back to the "directory" section, and invited
to choose another problem. Students also have the
option of discontinuing work at any point within a
problem and accessing the directory at any time by
typing "go to other".

In certain problem sections, students requesting
the material are branched first to a section that
checks their background and offers them some prelimin-
ary exercise in the subject. For registered stu-
dents, a switch is usually loaded to prevent subse-
quent choices of problems in these sections to routr.
them through this background material.

In most parts of CHEMEX, the command "HELP" is
treated as a regular student answer; the keyword
fragment "he", along with other fragments intended to
pick up similar student comments, are stored in b4
and elicit a prompting or remedial response where
this is appropriate. Throughout most of the course,
spaces and carriage control characters are edited
from student responses, and all inputs are shifted to
lower case. Backspace correction is also allowed.



CIIEMEX requires the use of a number of user-writ-
ten functions. We also strongly recommend the imple-
mentation of certain system modifications. External
users should obtain current versions of these items
when implementing new releases of the program. Sys-
tem supervisors should note that parameters 20, 29,
and 3n (which are unassrgned in CW111,2) are required
with CHEMEX.

CHEMEX is written in Coursewriter III, Version 2,
an IBM Program Product supported on 360/370 systems.
The text material of CHEMEX is copyrighted in Canada,
U.S.A., and the U.K. by Simon Fraser University.
CHEMEX may be implemented on external systems only
wit h permission of the copyright owner. Copies of
this course are supplied to user institutions on the
understanding that the proprietary rights of the
University will be honored, and that copies will not
be supplied to other institutions without our written
permission.

segment labels problem units

chemex-00 1

P

3
chemex-04 4

5

cheme)(-07 8

chemex-10 10
11


